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Abstract 
Feature extraction is a crucial part of classijicationpro- 

cedures. In this paper we present an approach, how to 
utilize feature extraction criteria to predict the potential ef- 
ficiency of a neural network classijiel: Statistical and geo- 
metrical criteria are introduced for analysis. The complete 
system of our research consists of a class of generalized 
Hough-Transformations for feature extraction and a sub- 
sequent neural network. The neural network performs the 
classijication based on respective features. For an example 
we concentrated on a pattern recognition problem - the 
classijication of handwritten numerals. As a result of our 
work we assign two feature extraction criteria to the em- 
ployed network for a significant estimation of its eflciency. 
Keywords: feature extraction, classijication, statistical 
criteria, Hough-Transformation, neural networks, predic- 
tion. 

1 Introduction 
A wide variety of approaches has been taken towards the 

task of classification. Given a pattern space X consisting 
of M mutually exclusive sets X = C1 U CZ U . . . U CM 
with each of Cj , Qj E A = { 1 , 2 ,  . . ’ , M }  representing a 
set of specified patterns called a class, e.g. M = 10 for the 
problem of numeral character recognition, we may simple 
regard a classifier as a unit that receives an input sample 
and outputs a label j .  
Two main directions of research in pattern recognition are 
conventional approaches (e.g. statistical classifiers) and 
neural networks. Whereas conventional classifiers may be 
set up of at least two subsystems, a feature extractor and 
the actual classifier, neural networks inherently combine 
statistical techniques in a more implicit way. Because of 
the “unconscious” kind of learning in neural networks they 
apparently need no comparable efforts in feature extraction 
as conventional approaches do. However, applying neural 
networks to the raw input data without any feature extrac- 
tion or using prior knowledge requires a huge amount of 
training samples and increases the problem of learning and 
generalization. For the special tasks of pattern recognition 
the combination of neural approaches with feature extrac- 
tion strategies and the use of prior knowledge has become 
an alternative to existing systems [ l ,  23. In this article 
we introduce a neural network classifier combined with an 
extended Hough-Transformation for feature extraction ap- 

plied to the problem of single character recognition. 
In the subsequel of this paper, we briefly introduce three 
known criteria for comparison of feature extraction me- 
thods which are inherently related to particular classifica- 
tion procedures [3,4]. Before applying these criteria to real 
data in the example of handwritten characters and analyzing 
their predictive power for neural networks, we derive how 
to measure the correlation between feature extraction and 
classifier performance when classifying multiple classes of 
patterns. The objective of this work is to demonstrate the 
significance of refering feature extraction criteria to neural 
classification procedures. 

2 Criteria for feature extraction 
An obvious criterion for feature extraction is the pro- 

bability of classification errors. Unfortunately, the error 
probability of a classifier is generally very difficult to cal- 
culate. Although the observed error ratio of a classification 
procedure is a sufficient estimate of the error probability, its 
calculation requires high computational costs. This is espe- 
cially not feasible for any optimization algorithm which 
iteratively searches for an optimal feature extraction (se- 
lection) algorithm. Therefore, in the following subsections 
we consider two alternative types of criteria for evalua- 
ting feature extraction, each of them related to respective 
classification procedures. 

2.1 Statistical criteria 
Consider two classes of patterns C1 and C2, with probabi- 

litydensityfunctionspl(x) andpa(x) fora: E X = ClUCz. 
A measure for discrimination of the two classes is the so 
called divergence Q d  [3,4]: 

The divergence is based on the log-likelihood ratio and 
may be interpreted as a measure of information for discrimi- 
nation of the two classes. By exp(-Qd) the divergence 
provides a lower bound of the Bayes error probability. 
A second statistical measure is the Bhattacharyya coef- 
ficient or the sometimes more convenient Bhattacharyya 
distance QB [3,4]: 
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QB = -log (pi(x)pz(x))‘dx. (2) s, 
An important property of the Bhattacharyya distance is 

that exp(-Qb) is an upper bound on the error probability 
of a corresponding Bayes classifier. 
For the assumption of Gaussian densities, with X1,2 and 
C1,2 representing the expectation values and the correlation 
matrices of the classes C1 and CZ, the introduced criteria 
are given by: 

1 
2 +-trace(C;l - c;~)(c;~ - cil) (3) 

-1 
1 c1+ c2 
8 QB = -(E1 - X2)T ( ) (XI - X Z )  

2.2 Geometrical criteria 
Applying adequatc transformations to feature extraction 

and classification is based on an intuitivenotion [3,4]: It is 
desirable to have a transformation such that the separation 
of different classes is improved after transformation. A sui- 
table criterion for separability is the geometrically induced 
ratio of interclass-to-intraclass distances given by 

The so called ‘‘within4a~s’~ and “between-class” scatter 
matrices are defined as follows: 

For optimal performance the scatter matrices are trans- 
formed by means of an adequate normalization procedure. 
The modified version of the geometrical criteria is cal- 
led Qg. For optimal performance the scatter matrices are 
equally transformed. According to its definition the criteria 
is totally compatible to multiple class problems. 

3 Criteria for multiple class discrimination 
When analyzing the correlation of feature extraction cri- 

teria with the expected error probability of a respective 
classification approach two questions arise. First how to 
deal with multiple class problems, if we intend to utilize 
criteria, which are generally related only to two class pro- 
blems like the divergence or the Bhattacharyya distance, 
and second how to measure a correlation between criteria 
and real classifiers. It is to remark, that there exist ex- 
tensions of the statistical criteria for multiple class in the 

literature [3, 41. In the following a more pragmatical and 
appropriate strategy is outlined. 

0 = {Cl, cz, c3, C4) 

xi 

A A 
Y1 Y2 

, 
I I Y l  Iu2 I 

a 
Y2 * 0 = {C,,C,> U ( C 2 , G )  

Figure 1: Example of a neural network: the binary output 
y2 of the architecture corresponds to a particular dichotomy 
of 0 

For the problem of multiple classes we have to consider 
that neural classifiers are in principle related to two class 
problems. If classifiers produce a binary valued output the 
relation to two class problems is obvious. The binary output 
code directly implies a dichotomy of X = CU X \C in C and 
its complement according to each output line of the system. 
For example, considering the discrimination of four classes 
0 = {Cl, C2, Csl C4) of patterns by a neural network with 
totally two output lines in Figure 1. The output y2 of the 
classifier obviously represents a articular dichotomy of 
the four classes, e.g. C = {C2,  C4p corresponding with its 
complement C = X \ C = { C1, C,} . 
For applying the given criteria for feature extraction to 
multiple class discrimination we introduce an extension 
by calculating the mean of the respective criteria applied 
to a significant subset S C 2@ of dichotomies (two class 
problems) of the corresponding classes of patterns. With 
the superset 2’ consisting of all possible dichotomies of 0 
the modified criteria for feature extraction are given by 

4 Relation to empirical criteria 
For relating derived criteria to predict the expected effi- 

ciency of the corresponding classifier a regression approach 
has been applied. Therefore, the calculation of the given 
criteria, as well as the collection of empirical data of the 
neural network, has to be performed according to a suffi- 
cient large number of different feature extraction settings. 
Subsequently, from a least squares point of view, regression 
techniques supply the best approximation or prediction of 
the classifier’s empirical quality based on the feature ex- 
traction criteria. The correlation coefficient p. is given by 
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with the empirical criterion &e, derived from the mean 
of the observed error ratio E,,, of the classifier after trai- 
ning and testing the neural network. Due to the random 
initialization of the learning algorithm each measure of Q, 
is averaged by r training and testing runs: 

5 Example 
The subject of our experiment has been a neural network 

classifier for recognizing handwritten numerals. The data 
we use are provided by the CEDAR CDROM Database [5] 

Before supplying to the classifier the raw data is transfor- 
med by an extended version of the Hough-Transformation. 

5.1 Hough-Wansformation 
For the purpose of feature extraction we implemented 

an modified version of the Hough-Transformation. In- 
stead of matching the bitmaps of input characters with a 
significant bundle of lines and circles, a variety of stripes 
or/and ellipsoids are applied to the bitmap. By segmen- 
tation and rotation of parallel stripes an appropriate set of 
“1inear”features is spread over a pattern. 

1’) 2’) 3’) 4’) 5’) 

Figure 2: A mixture of “linear” and “elliptical” prototypes 
(1-12) and the pattern “5” after Hough-Transformation (a- 
e> 

An additional type of features is derived by matching 
with a mixture of concentric ellipsoids and its partitioning 
in particular sectors as shown in Figures 2.1-2.12. Due 
to the constant number of inputs of neural networks and 
compatibility of results the number of features is fixed, i.e. 
totally 40 particular features are extracted by a combination 
of concatenated stripes or sectors. The 

resolution of the grid 

the width of the stripes and their orientation 

the centers of the ellipsoids 

their number of sectors and radii, 

as well as the possibility of a mixture enables a large 
variety of different appearances of the transformation. Fi- 
gure 2a-2e depicts the decomposition of the character “5” 
by the Hough-Transformation consisting of a mixture of 
“linear” and “elliptical” prototypes given in 2.1-2.12. 
In this paper we used a set of 30 different Hough- 
Transformations for the extraction of significant featu- 
res of handwritten numerals. The modified Hough- 
Transformation serves as a flexible tool covering pure pat- 
tern matching techniques as well as structural techniques. 
Therefore, the presented Hough-Transformation may be 
representative for a variety of feature extraction approa- 
ches. 

5.2 Neural network classifier 
After feature extraction we employed a neural network 

for classifying the handwritten characters. Figure 3 shows 
the committee-machine like architecture of the applied 
neural network [6, 7, 81. The network consists of a sin- 
gle layer perceptron (SLP) combined with a fixed Boolean 
function (B) in the second layer. The multiple binary out- 
put of the network is inherently related to a coding scheme 
of the different classes of pattern, e.g. 1 out of 10. The 
training of the classifier was carried out by an extension 
of the Madaline I algorithm [7, 81, the so called MadaTron 
[9, 101. 

Input 
1 2  40 

SLP 

output 

Figure 3: A two-layer neural network architecture consi- 
sting of a SLP and a Boolean function 

6 Results 
The results in this paper are based on 1000 randomly 

drawn handwritten numerals provided by the CEDAR 
CDROM Database. By selecting different prototypes of 
features we created 30 different versions of the Hough- 
Transformation. According to the neural network classifier 
the approach is focused on a subset S of #IS[ = 77 out of 

significant dichotomies of classes of patterns, inclusive 
the elementary 1 out of 10 codes. With regard to the random 
initialization of the MadaTron algorithm every training and 
testing phase of the network was repeated r = 3 times. 
For each p. the respective criterion Q. and the empirical 
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classification rule. However, it is not clear how to measure 
the affinity to appropriate feature extraction. Which criteria 
are highly correlated to separability and internal represen- 
tation of data within a neural network approach? 
We introduced three different criteria for feature extraction. 
For dealing with multiple class problems our approach is 
based on a subset of two-class problems. Two-class pro- 
blems - dichotomies of respective classes - are impli- 
citely related to the binary output property of neural net- 

For our investigation we used a classification procedure 
consisting of two stages. After feature extraction (Hough- 
Transformation) a committee-machine like neural network 
realizes the real classifier unit. For the regression approach 
the calculation of criteria has to be performed for a variety 
of different feature extraction versions. Thereby, the em- 
pirical criterion corresponds to the observed error ratio of 
the neural network after training. 
The result of our experiment is based on the CEDAR 
CDROM Database consisting of single characters of hand- 
written numerals. It is shown that there is a close relation 
between the factual efficiency rates of the neural classifier 
and the values of two particular feature extraction criteria. 
In a parallel work we use the identified criteria for the 
optimization of a single character classifier. 
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